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Congener-dependent conformations of isolated rhamnolipids at the vacuum-water interface: A molecular dynamics simulation
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A B S T R A C T

Hypothesis: Molecular dynamics simulation can be used to differentiate between the adsorption properties of rhamnolipid congeners at a vacuum-water interface.

Experiments: Adsorption of five congeners with differing alkyl chains (two C10 chains, two C14 chains or mixed C14C10 and C10C14), number of rhamnose rings (mono- or di-) and carboxyl group charge (non-ionic or anionic) are simulated at the vacuum-water interface.

Findings: All rhamnolipids adsorb in the interfacial region with rhamnose and carboxyl groups closer to the water phase, and alkyl chains closer to the vacuum phase, but with differing adsorbed conformations. Headgroups of uncharged congeners show two preferred conformations, closed and partially open. Di-rhamnolipid has a low proportion of closed conformation, due to the steric constraints of the second pyranose ring. Charged congeners show strong preference for closed headgroup conformations. For rhamnolipids with equal alkyl chains lengths (C10C10, C14C14) the distribution of alkyl chain tilt angles is similar for both. Where chain lengths are unequal (C14C10, C10C14) one chain has a greater tendency to tilt towards the water phase (>90°). The order parameter of the alkyl chains shows they are disordered at the interface. Together, these results show congener-dependent adsorbed conformation differences suggesting they will have differing surface-active properties at vacuum-water and oil-water interfaces.

1. Introduction

Many surfactants that are in current use in industry are made by chemical synthesis from petrochemical feedstock. With the drive towards reducing dependence on oil-derived chemicals, and the
negative perception of synthetic chemical additives (particularly in consumer products) among the general public, there is desire to replace these with natural counterparts. Biosurfactants, and in particular those produced by microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi, are receiving ongoing attention as potential replacers of chemically derived surfactants [1]. As well as being perceived as natural, they also often have the advantage of being more easily biodegraded, sustainable, less toxic and with equivalent surface activity to synthetic surfactants [2]. The most common types of biosurfactant produced by microorganisms are the glycolipid surfactants such as rhamnolipids, sophorolipids and mannosyletheritol lipids [3].

Rhamnolipid biosurfactants, in common with other glycolipids, contain a hydrophilic head group, in this case rhamnose sugars, and a lipid tail, which in rhamnolipids is comprised of β-hydroxyalkanoic acid chain. The most common rhamnolipids congeners are the mono-rhamnolipid L-rhamnosyl-β-hydroxydecanoic acid L-rhamnosyl-β-hydroxydecanoate R1, with one rhamnopyranose ring and two unsaturated C10 alkyl chains, and the di-rhamnolipid equivalent rhamnosyl-L-rhamnosyl-β-hydroxydecanoyl-β-hydroxydecanoate R2 with two rhamnopyranose rings and two C10 chains [4] (Fig. 1).

The surface active and solution properties of rhamnolipids are properties of technological importance in industry. Surface properties of surfactants determine their ability to adsorb to surfaces and act as emulsifying and foam forming agents and lubricants. In solution, surfactants (including rhamnolipids) can form various structures such as micelles, vesicles, bilayers and various mesophases that are important in applications such as encapsulation and structure formation in foods [5]. The formation of micelles in solution of rhamnolipids and glycolipids in general have been studied experimentally, and information has been inferred about the structure of such micelles. In dilute solution, glycolipids are able to self-associate into spherical, disk-like (oblate) and rod-like (prolate) spheroïd micelles [6]. At higher concentrations, they can show a complex phase behavior of a range of liquid crystalline states [7]. Rhamnolipids display a similar solution behavior, but it is complicated by the carboxylic acid groups present that confer a pH dependence to these properties [8].

Chen et al. [9], have carried out a comprehensive neutron and light scattering study of the structure of R1, R2, and mixed R1 + R2 micelles, lamellar phase and vesicles. Single component R1 and R2 micelles best fitted an elliptical model, whilst mixed micelles of R1 + R2 were also elliptical but with a greater asphericity. Mixed micelles were also shown to have a high tendency to form vesicles or lamellar phases.

Given the emergence of biosurfactants, and rhamnolipids in particular, as functional molecules, there is a gap in knowledge concerning the functional properties of the various rhamnolipid congeners that differ in the number of rhamnose rings or lipid chain length and degree of unsaturation. The majority of information on surface activity of rhamnolipids with characterized structure concerns the R1 and R2 rhamnolipids, although there are multitudes of studies where the congener composition is not defined. The same structural features that control rhamnolipid micelle formation and structure will also influence the adsorption of the surfactants at air-water and oil-water interfaces. However, adsorption at an interface has not been studied in as much structural detail as micelle formation. Neutron reflectance has elucidated some of the features of R1 and R2 adsorption at oil-water interfaces [9], showing that they exhibit Langmuir adsorption type behavior. The area per molecule at the interface for R1 and R2 were determined as 60 and 75 Å$^2$ per molecule respectively [5]. The higher area per molecule for R2 relates to the larger volume occupied by the two rhamnose rings compared with one in R1. When R1 and R2 are present in mixtures, the R1 adsorbs preferentially to the interface due to the steric constraints on the R2 sugar head group.

If rhamnolipids are to be exploited fully in various industries for their functional properties a more detailed understanding of structure-functionality relationships is required such that the rhamnolipid congener with optimum functionality can be identified and selected for a particular application. In this study we use molecular dynamics simulation to probe the adsorption to the vacuum-water interface of R1, R2, a mono-rhamnolipid with two C14 alkanoate chains (C14C14), and two mixed alkyl chain mono-rhamnolipids (C14C10 and C10C14) and are thus of varied hydrophile-lipophile balance. Our aim is to facilitate the identification of rhamnolipid structural features that infer particular surface chemical and functionality attributes, and eventually to inform the directed selection of these biosurfactants for specific applications.

2. Methodology

Molecular dynamics simulation was used to model the adsorption of R1, R2, C14C14, C14C10 and C10C14 rhamnolipids in explicit water using a methodology we have reported previously [10,11]. The GROMACS molecular dynamics simulation program version 5 [12] was used for the simulations, with the GROMOS 54A7 force field [13]. The topology for the R1 and R2 structures (Fig. 1) and a mono-rhamnolipid with two C14 chains (C14C14), and mixed alkyl chains (C14C10, C10C14) were generated using the Automated Topology Builder [14–16]. Both non-ionic (i.e. protonated carboxyl group) and charged (dissociated carboxyl group) forms of the rhamnolipids were used. A single rhamnolipid was inserted into a cubic box of side length 5 nm and explicit SPCE water [17] was added to a total system density of 1000 g L$^{-1}$. Each simulation required approximately 4000 water molecules. A single sodium ion was added to each of the charged rhamnolipid systems to neutralize the charge of the ionized carboxyl group. Energy minimization was achieved using a conjugate gradients method [18].

The system was equilibrated for one ns in the NPT (isothermal-isobaric) ensemble using a Parrinello–Rahman barostat (1 bar) and a velocity-rescaling thermostat (300 K), during which time the box size is adjusted to equilibrate the pressure to one bar. The box size was then fixed at the average side length required to maintain one bar pressure, and the system equilibrated for 10 ns in the NVT canonical ensemble. The box size was increased to 15 nm in the z-dimension to create two water-vacuum interfaces. This setup with a single isolated rhamnolipid at an vacuum-water interface of approximately 5 nm$^2$ corresponds to the gas phase of the rhamnolipid surface pressure-area per molecule isotherm [19]. The systems were then run for 100 ns in the NVT ensemble to allow the rhamnolipids to adsorb at the vacuum-water interface, and a further 100 ns as the production run. The last 100 ns of the simulation were used for sampling, and conformations were taken every 10 ps (total of 10,000 conformations sampled). The particle mesh Ewald method [20,21] was used to sum the electrostatic components of the non-bonded interactions, with a cut off for both the Coulombic and van der Waals interactions of 1 nm. The bonded interactions within a molecule were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [22].

Structural properties of the adsorbed rhamnolipid molecules were determined using GROMACS internal tools. The radius of gyration ($R_g$) of the rhamnolipids when at the interface was used to calculate the area occupied per molecule from the $z$ component of $R_g$ parallel to the interface. The density of the rhamnose rings, alkyl chains, carboxyl group, and water phase was determined normal to the interface (z-direction). The radial water number density around the rhamnose, alkyl chains and carboxyl group was determined from the radial distribution function. This is defined as the radial distribution function normalised by radial number density. The head-group conformation was determined using a method proposed by Munusamy et al [23]. In this, the
shortest distance between the oxygens of the carboxyl group and any of the hydroxyl oxygens on the rhamnose ring is determined over the course of the simulation and the distribution function plotted. The tilt angle of the alkyl chain was measured as the angle between the vector from the carbon at the carboxyl end of the alkyl group and the terminal methyl and the normal to the interface. For the tilt angle, $0^\circ$ indicates a chain aligned along the normal and upright at the interface, $90^\circ$ is parallel (flat) to the interface and $180^\circ$ is normal to the interface, but with the chain pointing towards or into the water phase. Lipid chain order parameters ($S_{CD}$) were calculated as the deuterium order parameter, defined by Eq. (1).

$$S_{CD} = \frac{1}{2}(3\cos^2(\theta) - 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with $\theta$ being angle between a bond in the alkyl chain and the normal to the vacuum-water interface (the $z$-axis). Finally, we use a method for estimating the free energy of adsorption that we have used previously for bile salts at vacuum-water and oil-water interfaces [10,11] and for proteins [24]. This involves umbrella sampling combined with the weighted histograms analysis method to define the potential of mean force for each of the rhamnolipids, from which the free energy of adsorption can be estimated. Harmonic wells spaced 0.2 nm apart were used to a range of 2 nm (a total of 14 wells/simulations), with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol$^{-1}$·nm$^{-2}$ for each harmonic well. After the simulations for each well had completed, the histograms for each well were compared, and if there were any gaps in the coverage of the wells, simulations at intermediate spacings were run to improve coverage.

Fig. 1. Structures of the five rhamnolipids used in this study showing the designation of the alkyl 1 and alkyl 2 chains and of the two rhamnopyranose rings of R2.
3. Results & discussion

3.1. Adsorbed conformations of rhamnolipid congeners

Fig. 2 shows typical snapshot adsorbed conformations for the different rhamnolipid congeners, both charged and uncharged. It is difficult to interpret these conformations as they represent a single snapshot in time, and not an ensemble average over 100 ns time as for the results that will be presented subsequently. However, it is clear that rhamnolipids can occupy a wide range of adsorbed conformations at the interface. They do, however, all show that the rhamnose rings are invariably closer to the water phase than the alkyl chains, which is a reflection of the amphiphilic nature of the rhamnolipid molecule.

3.2. Area occupied per molecule at the interface

Rhamnolipids are amphiphilic molecules, having a hydrophilic rhamnopyranose head group and largely hydrophobic alkanoate chains. Their structure is more complicated than many surfactants due to the presence of a terminal carboxyl group associated with the alkanoate chains that gives additional hydrophilic character and modifies adsorbed surfactant conformation. The area available for each rhamnolipid is approximately 2500 Å², indicating the rhamnolipids are highly dilute at the interface, and are in the gas-like phase of the area-surface pressure isotherm [19].

In practice, the physical area that the rhamnolipids occupy at the interface can be estimated from the z-component of the radius of gyration. The simulated R1, R2 and C14C14, C14C10 and C10C14 rhamnolipids have areas per molecule listed in Table 1. The values for R1 and R2 (both charged and uncharged) are close to the experimental values of 60 and 75 Å² per molecule reported by Chen et al. [9] for monolayers adsorbed at the air-water interface and estimated from the Gibbs equation. This suggests that the conformation is controlled by the overall hydrodynamic radius of the molecule, which does not change as the adsorbed layer packing density increases.

Experimental data for the other rhamnolipids is not available. Increasing the length of the alkyl chains, in general, increases the area occupied at the interface, with C14C14 having the largest values of 92 and 106 Å² in the uncharged and charged state. Clearly,
though, the position of the alkyl chains is important, as there is a significant difference between C10C14 and C14C10 rhamnolipids. The ionization state of the biosurfactant also changes the conformation at the interface, with an increased interfacial area observed for rhamnolipids in the charged state apart from for R1 and R2. Other simulation studies [25] have found that the surface area per molecule at the air-water interface is slightly higher (63.2 Å²) for uncharged R1 than for charged R1 (57.2 Å²) with this explained by interfacial rearrangement of the alkyl chain with the free carboxyl group.

### 3.3. Density profile of adsorbed rhamnolipids

Fig. 3 shows the density of the constituent parts (alkyl chains, carboxyl group, and rhamnopyranose ring) of the R1 rhamnolipid at the vacuum-water interface. Complementary figures for R2, C14C14, C14C10 and C10C14 rhamnolipids are in the supplementary material (Figure S1-S4). All parts of the rhamnolipids sit predominantly in the interfacial region where there is a decreasing density of the water phase. The rhamnolipids are oriented such that the alkyl chains sit predominantly on the vacuum side of the interface, the carboxyl groups closer to the bulk water phase, whilst the rhamnose rings sit across the interfacial region between. The rhamnopyranose and carboxyl groups penetrate further into the water phase, due to their greater ability to form hydrogen bonds with water. Theories for the conformation of adsorbed surfactants at air-water interfaces support these results, suggesting that alkyl chains should sit on the vacuum side of the interface, where they would not disrupt water-water H-bonding. This has been observed in other simulated adsorbed surfactant systems [10,11] where a substantial part of the hydrophobic regions of bile salts sit in the vacuum space. However, for rhamnolipids, the presence of the hydrophilic carboxyl group complicates this picture and clearly leads to significant adjustments to the alkyl chain conformation at the interface.

For all simulated rhamnolipids, the non-ionized COOH group is strongly associated with the water phase and acts to anchor the alkyl chains to the water interface. The presence and position of the COOH group has the effect of drawing the alkyl chains closer to the water phase due to the formation of hydrogen bonds with the water molecules. This is likely to alter the conformation at the interface so that lipid chains are drawn closer to the water phase. This is exacerbated when the carboxyl group is ionized. In this case, the charged R1 carboxyl group is drawn further towards the water phase, causing a modest conformational rearrangement in the other groups (rhamnose ring and alkyl chains) which may have consequences for rhamnolipid surface activity. Abbassi et al. [25] have also seen that a simulated charged R1 molecule at the vacuum-water interface has carboxyl group that penetrates further into the water phase compared to the uncharged molecule. These trends in R1 conformation at the vacuum-water interface are also observed for the other rhamnolipid congeners. Chen et al. [9] deduced the density profiles for R1 and R2 at the air-water interface from a partial structure factor analysis of neutron reflectance data. They found that profiles for adsorbed R1 and R2 are essentially identical and that the larger R2 head group does not significantly alter the overall thickness of the adsorbed layer. This is in agreement with our simulation data in Fig. 3 and Figure S1 where we also observe little difference in the overall thickness of the adsorbed molecules, and little difference in distribution of the component groups of the surfactants.

### 3.4. Arrangement of water around rhamnolipid structural groups

The greater association of water to the carboxyl group and to the ionized carboxyl group in particular is clear from the water radial distribution function around the carboxyl of the R1 molecules (Fig. 4) and the other rhamnolipids (Supplementary figures S5-S8). For R1, a higher number of water molecules are associated with the carboxyl than other groups, with a clear hydration shell visible as a peak in the correlation function. Around the charged carboxyl group, the water is more ordered, with three peaks visible (Fig. 4) indicated a stratified, layered ordering of the water. There are less water molecules close to the alkyl chains compared to the rhamnopyranose rings and carboxyl group for all simulated rhamnolipids. This is also evident in the water radial distribution plots around the various functional groups of the other rhamnolipid molecules (Figures S5-S8).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhamnolipid</th>
<th>Average area per molecule (Å²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>60 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>73 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14C14</td>
<td>92 ± 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14C10</td>
<td>80 ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10C14</td>
<td>72 ± 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Partial density profile for different functional groups in the R1 rhamnolipid at the vacuum-water interface.

Fig. 4. The water radial distribution function normalized by radial number density around functional groups in the R1 rhamnolipid. Rha denotes the water number density around the rhamnose ring; COOH around the carboxyl; alkyl1 around alkyl chain 1; and alkyl2 around alkyl chain 2.
R1 and R2 adsorption at the vacuum-water interface has been simulated at more densely packed interfaces than we use in this study [26,27]. In these studies, little difference in the distribution of the alkyl chains at the interface between non-ionic and charged R1 is reported. It is also observed that the charged carboxyl group is better hydrated than the uncharged one, and that there is greater hydration of the rhamnose ring in the charged R1 molecule, which we did not observe in our results. For R2, the rhamnose ring 2 is better hydrated than ring 1 and the carboxyl group in R1 is more hydrated than in R2, although the alkyl chains for both R1 and R2 are distributed across the interface in a similar way for both R1 and R2 [27]. In our results, we also see little difference in the distribution of all groups across the interface for both R1 and R2. Taken together, these results suggest that there may be small differences between the density profiles for R1 and R2, but only at densely packed interfaces.

3.5. Head group conformation

To further probe the conformation adopted by the rhamnolipids at the vacuum-water interface, we have analyzed the head group conformation (minimum distance between carboxyl group and rhamnose ring) using the methodology suggested by Munsusamy et al. [26]. They found that charged and uncharged forms of R1 preferentially adopt one of four conformations that correspond to separations of approximately 0.3 nm (closed conformation), 0.6 and 0.8 nm (two partially open conformations) and 1.1 nm (open conformation). When the head group conformation was plotted over the course of a trajectory, it was found that in dense monolayers of uncharged R1 a closed conformation was adopted preferentially, with a second significant peak corresponding to the 0.8 nm partially open conformation and smaller contribution from the open conformation [26]. This distribution of head group conformations did not change significantly as the area per R1 molecule decreased (surface coverage increased) [26]. In contrast, the charged R1 molecule displayed a different head group distribution, where the closed conformation was absent, with the majority of conformations in a relatively wide peak centered on the partially open conformation at 0.6 nm, and also a slightly higher proportion of open conformations than the uncharged molecule [26]. They explained the absence of the closed conformation in the charged R1 as being due to this causing unfavorable interaction between and less effective packing of the alkyl chains at the interface.

For R2 Luft et al. [27] found that the ring attached to the alkyl chains (ring 1 in our work) interacts more strongly with the carboxyl group than ring 2. Unlike R1, where the head group adopts one of two conformations preferentially (closed or partially open) for R2, the closed conformation is highly preferred, which must be due to the presence of the second rhamnose ring. For our single isolated rhamnolipids that are adsorbed at a much lower surface coverage, we see a head group distribution that is different to that observed in a dense interfacial layer (Fig. 5). For most of our rhamnolipids in the non-charged form, there are roughly equal proportions of the closed (0.3 nm) and partially open (0.8 nm) conformations. The exception to this is the R2 di-rhamnolipid where the partially open conformation is favored over the closed conformation (the opposite of the situation observed at dense interfaces [27]) presumably due to a greater steric hindrance for the closed conformation due to the presence of the second rhamno-pyranose ring.

We have also determined the distance between the carboxyl group and the second rhamnose ring for R2. This adopts a symmetrical distribution centered on 0.8 nm. For the charged rhamnolipids, all show an extremely strong preference for the closed conformation, presumably due to strong hydrogen bonding between the carboxyl and the rhamnose rings. This contrasts to the results in a dense monolayer [26] where the closed conformation was absent in the adsorbed charged R1, and so we would assume that for isolated rhamnolipids, unfavorable interactions and packing in the alkyl chains is not a factor in the adsorbed conformation.

3.6. Alkyl chain tilt angle relative to the normal of the vacuum-water interface

Further information on the conformation of the rhamnolipids at the vacuum-water interface can be gained by looking at the orientation of the alkyl chains. The tilt angle for the alkyl chains (the angle between the normal to the interface and the vector between the first and last carbons of the alkyl chains) is shown in Fig. 6. For the uncharged rhamnolipids, alkyl chain 1 and 2 for R1, R2 and C14C14 and alkyl chain 1 for both C14C10 and C10C14 rhamnolipids all have average tilt angles between 70 and 80° indicating that on average they are close to flat on the interface (90°). The distribution around the average angle is, in general asymmetric with more conformations of tilt angle less than 70-80° showing a slight tendency for the alkyl chains to orient towards the vacuum phase.

The exception to these observations is for the C14C10 and C10C14 rhamnolipid, where the second alkyl chain is oriented more towards the water phase and has a larger average tilt angle of 100° for the C10 in C14C10, and 110° for the C14 in C10C14. Clearly, having different length acyl chains has a greater effect on the orientation of alkyl chain 2 than increasing the chain length of both chains. A similar orientational preference of the alkyl chains of alcohols has been observed for simulations of various alcohol-water interfaces [28–30], with the alkyl chains being slightly tilted for alcohol molecules in the interfacial region and randomly oriented in the bulk.

This may be related to the extent of interaction between the two unequally sized chains compared to that which is possible...
3.7. Alkyl chain end-to-end length

The end-to-end length of the alkyl of chains can also be used to define the conformations at the vacuum-water interface. For a free polymer chain in solution the end to end distance of the chain can be approximated by a self-avoiding walk [31,32] as a scaling law with chain length, with the scaling coefficient dependent on chain interactions. For our rhamnolipids, a skewed distribution of end-to-end lengths is seen for all alkyl chains (Fig. 7). This is skewed to shorter end-to-end length since the chains are constrained at one end by being attached to a rhamnose ring or another alkyl chain and because the alkanoate chains interact through van der Waals forces. The end-to-end distribution is virtually identical for chains of the same size in all rhamnolipids (including mono and di-rhamnolipids) for both charged and uncharged carboxyl groups. Thus, the nature of the rhamnolipid (number of sugar rings) and the position of different sized alkyl chains does not influence the end-to-end distance this only being influenced by chain length.

3.8. Alkyl chain order parameter

The deuterium order parameter for the alkyl chains also indicates that there is very little ordering of the chains at the vacuum-water interface (Fig. 8). This is in agreement with the study of Brocca et al. [33] who probed the structure of a monorhamnolipid layer in the gas state using a pendant drop coupled...
Free energy of adsorption calculated using umbrella sampling.

They found no orientational free energy of adsorption. For the charged congeners, C14C14 (more negative charge state) again has a high adsorption energy, but also the C10C14 congener shows a much higher adsorption energy in its charged state.

### 3.10. General discussion

The modelling studies here show that there are differences in the conformations adopted by the various rhamnolipids at the vacuum-water interface, although most of these are relatively small. We might expect these differences to translate into altered surface-active properties for the rhamnolipids, although given the subtle nature of the conformational changes the effect on surface activity may be small. The effect of rhamnolipid structure and charge state of the carboxyl group clearly affects the adsorption of the different congeners, but the precise relationship between structure and adsorption is complex. There are very few experimental studies on the surface activity of rhamnolipids other than for R1 and R2. Fernández-Peña et al. [34] measured the adsorbed amount of four rhamnolipids on to a negatively charged quartz crystal surface. They found that the total adsorbed amount changed in the order di-RL(C14) > mono-RL(C10) > di-RL(C10) with mono-RL(C14) having too low solubility in water to allow measurement, with the data reflecting the higher hydrophobicity of rhamnolipids with one sugar ring and longer alkyl chains.

A number of researchers have measured the surface tension profile for R1 and R2. Chen et al. [9] measured surface tension at water pH 7 and pH 9 buffers and 0.5 M NaCl –air interfaces. R1 did lower the surface tension more than R2 at concentrations below the CMC but only by a modest 3–6 mN.m⁻¹. Ikizler et al. [35] also observed that R1 lowers surface tension more than R2. Altering the charge on both R1 and R2 has also been observed to lead to changes in surface tension [36,37]. Increasing the NaCl concentration up to 1 M [36] screens the charge on the carboxyl group and reduces the surface tension of both R1 and R2 (at concentrations below the CMC) by up to 10 mN.m⁻¹. Similarly, lowering the pH from 6.8 to 5, which neutralizes the charge on the carboxyl group also leads to a reduction in surface tension for both R1 and R2 [37]. Abbassi and co-workers [25] also observed a decrease in surface tension measured experimentally on lowering the pH of R1 solutions from 7 to 4, and correlated this with molecular dynamics simulations where there was a change in the distribution of the carboxyl group at the interface when it is charged.

### 4. Conclusions

Rhamnolipids are produced as mixed congeners in microbial fermentations, although often a few congeners predominate. In the absence of experimental data on the surface behavior of the majority of rhamnolipid congeners produced by bacteria it is not possible to determine which, if any of the congeners has superior surface chemical properties and would be desirable to over-produce in fermentations. Computer simulation offers an alternative way to assess biosurfactant properties to throw light on the factors influencing their surface chemistry. We have found that all rhamnolipid congeners studied adsorb with the sugar rings oriented to the water and the lipid chains to the vacuum phase. However, the conformation adopted differs depending on congener type. The congener head group conformation shows two preferred orientations, a closed conformation where the carboxyl group is 0.3 nm from the sugar ring and an open conformation where this distance is 0.8 nm. Uncharged congeners have approximately equal distribution of the two orientations apart from the di-rhamnolipid where steric hindrance from the second rhamnose ring presumably leads to a preference for the partially open conformation. In charged congeners, stronger interaction between the ionized carboxyl group and the hydroxyl groups of the sugar rings gives a very...
strong preference for the closed conformation, apart from for the di-rhamnolipid, where it is presumed that steric hindrance limits the proportion of closed congeners. Differences are also observed for the orientation of the lipid chains amongst congeners, particularly those with unequal acyl chain lengths. Lipid chains chain order parameters show these are disordered at the interface. The tilt angle is similar for all alkyl chains in those congeners with equal carbon chain length (irrespective of whether they are C10 or C14 chains) but if they are unequal, one chain has a greater probability of tilting towards the water phase. The presence of a charge on the carboxyl group also changes the distribution of acyl chain tilt angles in each congener but does not alter the alkyl chain end-to-end distance distribution. All told, these results support our hypothesis that molecular dynamics simulation can be used to differentiate between the adsorption properties of rhamnolipid congeners at a vacuum-water interface.

The simulation results are in general agreement with the sparse experimental data for different rhamnolipid congeners that is available in the literature [9,25,34–37], and support and expand the range of reported simulations on adsorbed conformation of rhamnolipids [26,27]. Although our work is a starting point to understand potential differences in the adsorption and surface chemistry of rhamnolipid congeners, we have to recognize that a single isolated adsorbed rhamnolipid will not fully represent the adsorption behavior of these molecules, as in practice they will be adsorbed in a close-packed monolayer where the behavior of individual surfactants will be influenced by interaction with others surrounding them. Therefore, a natural extension of this work is to simulate at concentrated biosurfactant interfaces as a more realistic model system.

Our observations also suggest that it would be worthwhile selectively extracting a range of rhamnolipid congeners to understand better their adsorption properties. This would allow a more informed selection of these as industrial chemicals, enabling the properties of these surfactants to be tailored to a particular application.
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